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In light of recent developments  in agricultural  credit evaluations,  this study employs a
multiperiod simulation model that endogenizes farm investment decisions, credit
evaluations, and loan pricing based on the credit scoring procedures  of agricultural
lenders. Model results show that credit-scored pricing  yields time patterns of
performance,  credit classifications,  and interest rates that parallel the firm's
investment,  financing,  and debt servicing activities.  Moreover,  the lender's price
responses  dampen growth incentives  as credit worthiness diminishes,  stimulate growth
as credit improves, and lead to similar capital structures over time.
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The combined effects  of financial  stress in ag-
riculture,  deregulation  of interest  rates in  fi-
nancial  markets,  and  improved  information
systems  for lenders  have brought  significant
changes in credit evaluations, risk assessment,
and  pricing  policies  in  agricultural  lending.
Loan  evaluation  at  the customer  level  is re-
ceiving greater emphasis and loan pricing in-
creasingly is tailored to the risk characteristics
of individual farm borrowers (Barry and Cal-
vert). It has become common,  for example, to
observe lenders who categorize borrowers into
several  risk  classes  with higher interest  rates
associated  with higher risk classes (Schmiess-
ing et al.; Lufburrow, Barry, and Dixon). These
changes in the scope of risk assessment and in
the  form  of the  lender's  response  provide  a
new  setting  for  evaluating  the  relationships
among the lender's credit evaluation, the terms
of financing, and the borrower's business per-
formance.
Our purpose in this paper is to identify and
evaluate the linkages over time between busi-
ness  performance  and  financing  terms  in  a
modeling approach  that endogenizes  farm  in-
vestment decisions, credit evaluation, and loan
pricing based on the credit scoring procedures
of commercial  lenders.  A multiperiod model
is developed  to evaluate  these  linkages  for a
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representative farm situation under alternative
investment  strategies,  economic  conditions,
and  beginning financial  positions.  In the  fol-
lowing  sections  we  further  develop  the  con-
cepts  and  review  the  literature  about  credit
relationships  and loan  pricing  in agriculture,
describe  the modeling  approach,  discuss  the
analysis and the results, and consider the im-
plications for agricultural  finance.
Credit Concepts  and Evaluation Procedures
Previous studies of credit relationships in ag-
riculture  have  shown  that  the  responses  of
lenders  to  the  business  characteristics  and
managerial  actions  of  farmers  influence  a
farmer's  total  cost  of borrowing  through  the
combined  effects  of the interest  rate  on bor-
rowed funds and a liquidity  premium reflect-
ing the borrower's subjective valuation of  credit
held in reserve as a source of liquidity  (Barry,
Baker,  and  Sanint;  Barry  and  Baker;  Chhi-
kara).  In turn, these cost effects may influence
the optimal  financial  structure  (leverage) and
rate of growth of a farm business as well as the
composition  of its  assets,  risk  management
practices, and other income  generating activ-
ities (Baker; Barry and Willmann; Pflueger and
Barry;  Sonka,  Dixon,  and  Jones).  However,
these studies mostly have focused on measur-
ing  the  nonprice  responses  of lenders,  espe-
cially  limits  on credit availability,  in a static
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setting with less attention given to the lender's
process of credit evaluation,  including the rel-
ative  importance  of the  major  variables  af-
fecting credit worthiness.
In  contrast,  a growing  set of studies  (Luf-
burrow,  Barry,  and  Dixon;  Dunn  and  Frey;
Hardy and Weed; Fischer and Moore;  Stover,
Teas, and Gardner) have focused on the credit
evaluation process, including the development
and validation of various types of credit scor-
ing models. Credit scoring provides a system-
atic, comprehensive way in which to assess the
borrower's  financial  data and,  along with the
lender's  judgment  and  other  relevant  infor-
mation,  reach a valid  assessment  of the bor-
rower's credit worthiness.  The basic steps  are
to identify key variables  that best distinguish
among  borrowers'  credit  worthiness,  choose
appropriate  measures  for these  variables,
weight the variables according to their relative
importance to the lender,  and then score each
loan as  a weighted  average  of the respective
variables.  The  credit  evaluation  results  then
may serve  as  the basis  for risk-adjusted loan
pricing,  as  well as for assessing the quality of
loan  portfolios,  validating  loan  decisions  to
other loan personnel and regulators,  screening
loan applicants,  and counseling with borrow-
ers.
But  credit  scoring  studies  also  have  been
static in nature; they have given little attention
to how the credit  score would respond to se-
lected risk responses of borrowers,  to changes
in borrower performance  over time, or to the
relationship between the resulting credit score
and the price and nonprice terms of financing.
Thus, neither set of studies has integrated the
multiperiod  analysis of business performance
with the lender's methods of loan pricing, where
loan pricing is based on credit evaluations  re-
sulting from this performance, in order to eval-
uate their joint effects.  This study focuses  on
the joint treatment of these relationships under
the premise that this approach will yield more
valid  projections  of farmers'  future  financial
performance,  given lenders'  greater use of ad-
justments  in  loan  pricing  as  a  response  to
changes in a borrower's  credit worthiness.
Modeling  Concepts
To illustrate the linkages among business per-
formance,  credit scoring, and loan pricing, we
will initially  abstract  from  the details  of risk
and time by using a simple profitability model
in which  the borrower's rate of return (re)  on
equity capital is expressed as the weighted av-
erage  of the difference  between the return on
assets (ra) and the cost of debt (i),  where the
weights are the ratios of assets to equity (A/E)
and debt to equity (D/E), respectively, and the
profitability  measure is net of the withdrawals
for taxation (t) and consumption  (c):
(1)  r  = [ra (A/E)  - i(D/E)](  -t)(1  - c).
In turn, the interest rate on debt is a function
of the lender's cost of acquiring loanable funds
(if),  the  fixed  costs  of administering  the  loan
program (ia), and a risk premium (i,) attributed
to the  credit  worthiness  and  related  lending
costs of individual borrowers (Lee and Baker):
(2) i  = f(if  ia, 0).
Assuming the lender uses the pool-of-funds
approach  to funding individual  loans (Hayes)
and  allocates  fixed  lending  costs among bor-
rowers  in proportion to their loan  volume-
both of which are typical in agricultural  lend-
ing  (Barry  and  Calvert;  Barry,  Baker,  and
Sanint)-then  the differences  in interest rates
among borrowers  are due primarily  to differ-
ences in credit worthiness.1 Moreover, if  credit
worthiness is evaluated on the basis of system-
atic,  consistent  procedures  of credit  scoring,
then the differential risk premium (i,) is a func-
tion of the variables and weights that comprise
the credit score.  That is,
(3) ir = f(CREDIT SCORE)
in which
(4)  CREDIT SCORE = f(aX,,  a 2X2, ... ,  aX),
where Xn  is the set of credit worthiness  vari-
ables and  an is the set of weights on the vari-
ables.
To illustrate  the analytical  effects  of differ-
ential pricing on the borrower's financial struc-
ture, assume that the credit score (and thus the
loan rate) is a function of only one variable-
the borrower's  leverage position as measured
by the debt-to-equity  ratio  (D/E). Moreover,
let the relationship be a linear function so that
i = ifa  + b(D/E) where  ifa is the base rate de-
termined  by  the funding  and  administrative
'One  exception  occurs  when loan pricing  from  a commercial
bank directly reflects the borrower's  deposit relationship with the
bank.  In  this case the loan rate  may reflect the  combined effects
of credit worthiness and the  level of deposits held on  account at
the bank.
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costs and b is the rate response to  a one-unit
increase in leverage. Substituting i = ifa + b(D/
E)  and A/E  = DIE +  1 into  equation  (1),
expanding  terms,  and  deleting  the consump-
tion and tax components  yields
(5)  r, = [ra(D/E) +  ra - ia(D/E)-  b(D/E)2].
If the objective is to maximize re by treating
D/E as  the  decision  variable,  then  differen-
tiating (5) with respect to DIE, equating  the
result to zero, and  solving for DIE gives  op-
timal leverage  of
(6) D/E  ra  - fa.
2b
Optimal  leverage then is positively related to
changes in the returns on assets and negatively
related to changes in the base rate and leverage
parameter.
In  contrast,  the  traditional  framework  in
which no  differential  pricing  based  on credit
scoring occurs would maximize (1) subject  to
a nonprice  constraint  imposed by the lender
on the maximum DIE. Without  risk consid-
erations  or other  nonlinearities  in returns or
borrowing costs, the maximization of(l) would
push leverage to the limit.
In practice,  of course,  credit scoring usually
is based on multiple  variables  whose weights
vary among lenders.  The major variables  de-
termining  credit worthiness generally  include
a borrower's profitability,  liquidity, solvency,
collateral position, and repayment ability (e.g.,
Lufburrow,  Barry,  and  Dixon).  The  exact
weights  are  an  empirical  question  that may
vary among lenders.  However,  the character-
istics of loan contracts involving the required
repayment of loan principal and the fixed in-
terest obligation generally suggest that lenders
will emphasize loan safety and repayment more
than the borrower's  expected profitability,  be-
cause the lender does not share directly in the
borrower's  profits.
Finally,  the tendency  for  lenders  to group
their borrowers  into a few discrete classes  for
pricing, credit evaluation, and monitoring sug-
gests  that  the credit  score  and  resulting  risk
premium become discrete and ordinally ranked
variables.  Thus,
/i,  if CREDIT SCORE > CS
(7)  =i,  if CS2 <  CREDIT SCORE < CS, (7)  i,.
rn if CS,  < CREDIT SCORE < CSn-
where  CSn indicates the cut-off score between
the various  credit classes.
A significant feature of these variables is the
interrelationships that occur over time among
business performance, the credit score, and loan
pricing.  In principle, the credit score (and thus
the loan rate) should depend on both the firm's
current financial  position  and  projected  per-
formance. In addition, as time passes, the cred-
it score will change as changes occur in current
and projected performance,  some of which are
intended changes while others result from the
effects of unanticipated random factors.  How-
ever, modeling such simultaneous and dynam-
ic relationships would yield a highly complex
framework  that also  would be  subject  to the
quality  of the projections.  Moreover,  lenders
themselves fall considerably short of this level
of sophistication because  most of their credit
evaluations  and the credit  scoring models  in
use are based on data about the borrower's past
and present financial position rather than long-
term  projections  of  financial  performance.
When projections are used, mostly they reflect
anticipated outcomes for a single year or con-
stant levels of farm performance  and interest
rates over longer periods  of time.
Thus,  the  temporal  relationships  among
credit scoring, loan pricing,  and business per-
formance  can  be  plausibly  modeled  in a re-
cursive framework in which the lender's credit
decisions  affecting  the  borrower's  future  fi-
nancing terms are based on the firm's current
financial position which in turn is determined
by past performance.  That is, the lender is as-
sumed  to  base  credit  decisions  on  expected
outcomes  in  the context  of a  firm's  current
financial structure which itself is based on past
experiences.
The recursive framework is portrayed by the
flow chart in figure  1. At the start of period  1,
the financial position of the borrower's  firm is
described in terms of its size, tenure position,
and structure  of assets,  liabilities,  and  equity
capital, along with various  performance  mea-
sures reflecting the outcomes of previous op-
erations.  The  borrower  then  formulates  the
business plans for the coming  year including
intended decisions about production and mar-
keting  activities,  acquisition  of operating  in-
puts,  investment  plans  and  capital  transac-
tions,  withdrawals  for  consumption  and
taxation, financing needs, and anticipated debt
servicing.  The lender responds to the business
plans and financing requests by evaluating the
firm's credit worthiness using a credit scoring
technique.  Based on the credit evaluation,  the
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Figure 1.  Credit evaluation  process  and loan
pricing
lender and borrower may modify the plans and
eventually agree on the availability of various
types of credit, the levels of interest rates, col-
lateral requirements, loan maturities, and oth-
er financing terms. The borrower then imple-
ments the business plans, carries on the firm's
activities over the period,  and realizes the re-
sulting performance.  The ending financial po-
sition accounts for the combined effects of the
beginning  position,  the  business  plans,  the
credit  terms,  and  the  subsequent  outcomes.
Finally,  the ending position becomes the be-
ginning position for the next period,  in which
the process is repeated, and this sequence con-
tinues until the horizon is reached.
Methodology
The recursive process presented in the preced-
ing  section could be  implemented using sim-
ulation  or  optimization  procedures.  Optimi-
zation  offers  the  opportunity  to  observe
financial  performance,  investment  patterns,
and  financing  activities  that  arise  from  the
firm's efforts to push against its resource limits
and operating requirements  in order to max-
imize  the  stipulated  objectives.  However,  a
mathematical  programming  approach  suffers
from difficulties in endogenizing a credit scor-
ing  function  in  which  the  variables  are  ex-
pressed by financial ratios and from a less flex-
ible  approach  for  testing  the  effects  of
alternative  investment  strategies,  parameter
specifications,  and environmental  conditions.
Accordingly,  a recursive,  multiperiod  sim-
ulation model is formulated for use in this study
in order to portray the firm's financial setting
and business opportunities.  The model is for-
mulated,  using  the  LOTUS  123  spreadsheet
software,  as  a series of annual business  deci-
sions  and  performance  results  with  integer
specifications  on major business investments.
The  periods  are  linked  together  by financial
transfers  from  one period  to the next and by
the credit scoring procedure in which the firm's
cost of borrowing is determined by its financial
position  at the  end  of the  preceding  period
which itself reflects  the cumulative  effects  of
past performance.  Thus, the model resembles
the basic  approach  of other  commonly  used
simulation  models  (Richardson  and  Nixon;
Walker  and  Helmers;  Schnitkey,  Barry,  and
Ellinger), except for the annual updating of the
credit scoring and loan pricing mechanism,  a
deterministic specification,  and less empirical
detail  on  production  and  marketing  compo-
nents.
A deterministic  model is specified  in order
to highlight the relationships  among business
plans,  financial performance,  the credit score,
and borrowing costs. That is, values for gross
receipts, operating costs, growth rates, and oth-
er parameters  are all  expressed by single-val-
ued  expectations.  A  stochastic  framework
would add further realism,  including the pro-
vision for alternative  risk attitudes and meth-
ods of responding to risk; however, the added
complexities would  obscure  the key relation-
ships and  might yield performance  measures
(e.g., variance of income or wealth, probability
of loss, probability  distributions) that are not
directly reflected in credit scoring procedures
used by lenders.
Model  Components
The  model's  components  include  the  firm's
initial financial  position,  operating decisions,
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investment alternatives  and liquidity require-
ments, performance  measures,  and the credit
scoring and loan pricing mechanism. The asset
structure of the firm's initial balance sheet con-
tains cash,  marketable  securities,  crop inven-
tories, machinery and equipment, securities not
readily marketable,  buildings, land,  and other
fixed  assets.  The  initial debt  structure  is de-
termined  by  a  specified  debt-to-asset  ratio,
average maturities for intermediate- and long-
term debt, and the proportions of current,  in-
termediate-,  and long-term debt.
Purchases of machinery, buildings,  and land
can occur in any year, based  on the liquidity
requirements  described below.  Economic  de-
preciation rates are specified for machinery and
buildings.  Gross  returns,  direct  costs,  and
overhead costs are entered for owned and leased
land  on  a per-acre  basis,  including  any  allo-
cation between landlord and tenant on share-
leased  land.  Growth rates  can be  entered  for
revenues,  costs  and  values  of  machinery,
buildings, and land. Costs per acre can also be
adjusted as farm size changes to reflect econo-
mies or diseconomies of size.
The model is formulated to permit land pur-
chases when a specified liquidity requirement
is met. Specifically,  land purchases  will occur
in integer units each  year as long as the mea-
sure of accumulated fund availability exceeds
the sum of the down payment requirement  on
the  land  purchase  plus  a  liquidity  factor  or
"cushion"  that is specified as a percent of the
down  payment.2 Besides land,  an  alternative
investment  is the allocation of funds to mar-
ketable securities. Thus, the model has a growth
orientation, subject to a liquidity requirement
that can be adjusted to reflect the preferences
of the decision maker.  Other  input specifica-
tions include the price  of land and the  incre-
mental  size  (40  acres,  80  acres,  etc.)  of the
purchase units.
Output measures include an annual series of
financial statements from which a set of finan-
cial ratios representing profitability,  liquidity,
and  solvency  is calculated.  Other output  in-
cludes the annual  credit score,  credit  classifi-
cation and interest  rate, and other descriptive
information.
The  numerical  specifications  of the model
follow.  Initial  assets  include  cash,  $10,000;
2 Fund availability  is  defined  as  the  sum  of net  income  plus
depreciation  and outside earnings minus withdrawals,  down  pay-
ments,  and  principal  payments.  Accumulated  fund availability
equals the total of  available funds carried forward from prior years.
marketable  securities,  $10,000;  crop  inven-
tory,  $93,375;  machinery,  $100,000;  retire-
ment  accounts,  $20,000;  buildings,  $30,000;
and land and other, $350,000. Operating debt,
including the current portion of intermediate-
and  long-term  debt  and  accounts  payable
within the next year, is specified as 20% of total
debt.  Intermediate-term  debt  is  specified  as
20% of total debt  with  a four-year  maturity.
Long-term debt is 60% of total debt with a 20-
year maturity. The farm owns 200 acres valued
at $1,750 per acre and rents 500 acres on a 50-
50  crop  share  basis.  Gross  returns  begin  at
$415 per acre and cash operating costs are $228
per acre. Machinery  purchases  for annual re-
placements  are  $23  per acre.  Land purchases
are accompanied  by additional machinery in-
vestments  of $180  per acre  and buildings in-
vestments  in the  amount  of 5% of the  land
purchase. Family withdrawals start at $20,000
per year and grow at 3% per year, tax exemp-
tions are four,  and the rate of return on mar-
ketable securities  is 6%.
Credit Scoring and Loan Pricing Components
As indicated  earlier,  a wide  variety  of work-
sheets, scoring methods, and evaluation mech-
anisms  are  employed  by  agricultural  lenders
ranging  from relatively simple checksheet ap-
proaches  based  on judgment  and  subjective
evaluations to statistically based credit scoring
that utilizes  financial  data.  Regardless  of the
specific  approach,  the basic  concepts  are  es-
sentially the same in all these evaluation mech-
anisms; that is, to identify, measure, and weight
the key  variables  considered  to reflect  a bor-
rower's credit worthiness and aggregate the re-
sults into an overall credit score.
The  credit scoring model employed  here is
patterned after those currently used by the St.
Louis and Louisville  Farm Credit Banks as  a
basis for classifying and pricing operating and
intermediate-term  loans  to  agricultural  bor-
rowers (Farm Credit Banks of St. Louis;  Bie-
ber; Tongate). The variables are essentially the
same, except a current ratio is used in place of
a collateral ratio and uniform weights are used
on  each  variable.  In  addition,  the  model  is
applied to pricing  real estate  loans as  well  as
non-real  estate  loans.  The  variables  include:
1) solvency,  as measured by the debt-to-asset
ratio; 2) liquidity, as measured by the current
ratio; 3) cash flow,  as measured by a debt ser-
vicing  ratio;  4)  profitability,  as measured  by
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Table 1.  Credit Scoring  and Loan Pricing Model
Variable  Measure  Weight  Range  Score
Solvency  Ratio of debts to total assets  20%  0.00-0.20  0
0.21-0.40  10
0.41-0.60  20
above 0.60  30
Liquidity  Current ratio  20%  above 3.00  0
1.51-3.00  10
1.00-1.50  20
under  1.00  30
Cash Flow  Debt servicing ratio  (Interest plus sched-  20%  under 0.15  0
uled principal payments plus 25% of any  0.16-0.25  10
working capital  deficit all divided by  0.26-0.35  20
crop  and livestock  sales)  above 0.35  30
Profitability  Rate  of return  on assets  20%  above 0.08  0
0.04-0.079  10
0.01-0.039  20
under  0.01  30
Debt exposure  Value of farm production  plus nonfarm in-  20%  above  1.20  0
come divided by total liabilities  0.81-1.20  10
0.40-0.80  20
0.00-0.40  30
Credit classification  Scoring range  Interest rate
Class  1  0-7.5  points  8%
Class  2  7.6-15.0  points  10%
Class  3  15.1-22.5  points  12%
Class 4  above  22.5  points  14%
the  rate  of return on  assets;  and  5) debt  ex-
posure, as measured by gross earnings divided
by  total  liabilities.  The  variables,  measures,
weights, and resulting credit classes are shown
in table  1.
The borrower's interest rate  on loans is de-
termined by the credit score and classification
procedure. The approach followed here for as-
signing  a  specific  interest  rate  to  each  credit
class is to specify a base rate  and an interest-
rate range around the base rate. Since four credit
classes are used, the four interest rates are de-
termined by adding and subtracting  50% and
150%  of the  interest-rate  range  to and  from
the base rate.  If,  for example, the base rate  is
11% and the range is 2%, then the set of interest
rates is as follows: Class 1, 8% (11%  - 1.5*2);
class  2,  10%  (11%  - .5*2);  class 3, 12%  (11%
+  .5*2);  class  4,  14%  (11%  +  1.5*2).  This
procedure is easily specified in the simulation
model  and allows  straightforward  changes  in
the  base rate, range,  multiplying  factors,  and
weights on variables,  if desired.
Design  of Empirical Analysis
The empirical analysis is designed to show the
effects  of the  credit  scoring and  loan  pricing
mechanism  relative to constant pricing under
different  specifications  on the initial leverage
position,  growth  rates,  down payment levels,
and liquidity  requirements.  Extensions of the
analysis also consider the effects  of alternative
weightings  of the credit  scoring variables  and
different  integer  specifications  on  land  pur-
chases.  The  goals are  first to observe  the  re-
sponse of the firm's simulated performance to
the adoption of credit-scored pricing. Then the
effects  of alternative  leverage  positions,  eco-
nomic  conditions,  and  other  variations  are
considered.
The adoption of credit-scored pricing is ex-
pected to yield time patterns of performance,
credit  classifications,  and  interest  rates  that
parallel  the changes in the firm's financial po-
sition  arising  from  its investment,  financing,
and debt servicing activities. That is, a growth-
oriented  firm  starting  in a  relatively  low  le-
verage  and  strong  liquidity  position  should
have  a favorable  credit  rating and  relatively
low interest  rates.  Growth  (through  land  ac-
quisition in this case) will occur relatively rap-
idly and in larger amounts until the increased
financial risk and reductions in liquidity yield
a reduced credit rating, higher borrowing costs,
and thus reduced incentive for further growth.
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Conversely, a growth-oriented  firm starting in
a relatively high leverage and low liquidity po-
sition will  have  a less favorable  credit rating
and higher borrowing costs.  Growth will tend
to be  delayed  and diminished  until the vari-
ables determining the credit rating change suf-
ficiently to yield an improved credit score and
lower borrowing  costs.
These anticipated  performance  patterns are
consistent with the insight provided by finance
theory.  If the rate  of return on assets exceeds
the  cost of borrowing,  then  higher  financial
leverage  increases  the expected rate of return
to equity capital,  although total risk increases
as well.  Under constant values  for borrowing
costs  and  asset  returns,  only  nonprice  credit
responses  by lenders would limit financial le-
verage  and  thus  growth  potential.  Including
the price response of the lender in the analysis
through adjustments in interest rates as credit
worthiness  changes  will  provide  an internal
control  mechanism  that dampens  the  incen-
tive for growth as credit worthiness diminishes
and  stimulates  growth  as  credit  conditions
strengthen. In this fashion, the lender response
serves as an equalizing  factor for growth-ori-
ented  farms  starting  in different  credit  posi-
tions and should yield near equality among the
ending capital structures,  credit classifications,
and the return on assets and borrowing costs,
after accounting for the discrete price intervals
and  under  the  deterministic  conditions  as-
sumed here.
Similar  response  patterns  are  anticipated
under  alternative  economic  conditions.  Real
growth  in earnings  and  asset values  will  im-
prove  credit,  reduce  borrowing  costs,  and
stimulate  growth  and  financing  until  the in-
terest rate response to diminished  credit wor-
thiness  occurs.  Conversely,  real  negative
growth  in earnings  and  asset  values  will  di-
minish credit, raise borrowing costs,  and thus
dampen the incentive for growth.
Empirical Results
The  results  of the  simulation  analysis,  con-
ducted  over a  10-year  horizon,  are consistent
with  the anticipated  patterns  of response  de-
scribed above. In table 2 selected model results
are  shown for  each  of the  10  years  for alter-
native values of the initial debt-to-asset ratio,
growth rates, and the presence and absence of
credit-scored  loan pricing. Section I of table 2
shows  that,  in  the  absence  of credit-scored
pricing and with a beginning debt-to-asset ra-
tio  of 30%,  net worth  grows  by  123.33%  by
the end of  the horizon,  160 acres are purchased
beginning with  a 40-acre  purchase  in year  4,
and the credit classification and scores show a
strengthening from class  2 to class  1 in years
2 and  3 and  then  a return  to class  2  as land
investments and financing occur.
The introduction of credit-scored pricing, as
shown in section  II of table 2,  allows the  firm
to begin with  interest  rates of 10%  in year  1
which then  decline to 8% in years  2 through
6. These relatively low rates in turn contribute
to improved financial performance  and a lon-
ger tenure  in credit  class  1, even  with  an ac-
celeration  in land investments.  Following the
initial 40-acre land investment in year 4, sub-
sequent land purchases  occur one year earlier
than in the absence of credit-scored pricing and
include an additional 80-acre purchase in year
10, bringing total purchases to 240 acres.  The
added investments and financing increase the
interest  rates to  10%  for years  7 through  10.
Net worth grows by 139.22% over the  10-year
period, and while the ending debt-to-asset ra-
tio of 34.5% is higher than that of the section
I case, the ending credit score still yields a class
2 credit classification.
Section III of table 2  reflects a more favor-
able economic environment in which farm in-
come and land values grow at a 5%  annual rate
compared  to  annual  growth  rates  of 3% for
operating  and  other  costs.  As  expected,  net-
worth growth increases  to 251.84%,  and land
purchases  increase  to  360  acres.  The  credit
scores, classifications, and interest rates follow
the same patterns as in section II of the table.
That is, credit worthiness improves to class  1
in the  early periods  and then returns to  class
2,  reflecting the financial consequences  of the
additional  land investments.
The  model  specifications  in  section  IV  of
table  2  are  the  same  as  those  of section  III
except  for an  increase  in the initial  debt-to-
asset ratio from 30% to 60%. (Since total assets
are the same in both cases, the increase in le-
verage  implies a lower level  of beginning net
worth.) The high initial leverage along with less
favorable values for the other credit variables
pushes the year 1 credit score into class 4 with
a high interest rate of 14%. As debts are repaid,
leverage  is reduced, and other credit variables
strengthen in response  to the  growth in farm
income  and land values,  the credit  score im-
proves  and the credit classification  improves
as  well, to class  3 in year  3, class  2 in year  6,
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Table 2.  Annual Simulation Results with and without Credit-Scored Pricing under Alternative
Growth Rates  and Beginning  Leverage  Positions
Year  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total
I  No price  response; D/A, 30%; growth rates,  3%
Net worth change,
cum %  7.34  15.85  24.81  35.80  46.65  59.72  72.80  88.36  105.69  123.33
Return on assets, %  7.93  8.20  8.11  9.34  8.40  9.44  8.60  9.50  9.67  8.94
Return on equity, %  7.08  7.62  7.47  8.40  7.69  8.53  7.87  8.61  8.80  8.22
Debt to assets, %  27.7  24.7  23.3  27.6  26.1  29.3  27.7  30.1  32.0  30.1
Land purchases,
acres  0  0  0  40  0  40  0  40  40  0  160
Credit score  10  6  4  8  8  8  8  8  8  8
Credit class  2  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2
Interest rate,  %  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0  11.0
II  Price response; D/A,  30%; growth rates,  3%
Net worth change,
cum %  7.72  16.53  26.42  38.65  52.64  66.69  83.55  101.06  118.85  139.22
Return  on assets, %  7.93  8.14  7.95  9.10  9.30  8.44  9.27  9.54  8.82  9.62
Return  on equity, %  7.43  7.86  8.14  9.23  9.60  8.80  9.63  9.10  8.48  8.89
Debt to assets, %  27.5  24.6  23.1  27.2  30.3  28.4  30.6  32.4  30.4  34.5
Land purchases,
acres  0  0  0  40  40  0  40  4  0  80  240
Credit score  10  6  4  6  6  6  8  8  8  8
Credit class  2  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2
Interest rate, %  10.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0
III  Price response; D/A, 30%; growth  rates: operating and other costs 3%,  farm income and land values,  5%
Net worth change,
cum%  9.40  20.87  34.50  52.17  73.59  99.29  129.85  164.54  201.45  251.84
Return  on assets, %  7.93  9.69  9.90  11.45  11.89  12.20  12.42  13.05  11.90  14.05
Return  on equity, %  8.98  9.96  10.68  12.32  13.15  13.79  14.24  14.03  13.04  15.43
Debt to assets, %  27.2  24.0  22.2  26.0  28.6  30.3  31.2  34.3  31.5  35.7
Land purchases,
acres  0  0  0  40  40  40  40  80  0  120  360
Credit score  10  6  4  4  6  6  8  8  10  10
Credit class  2  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2
Interest  rate, %  10.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0
IV  Price response; D/A,  60%;  growth rates: operating  and other costs,  3%; farm  income  and land values,  5%
Net worth change,
cum %  6.06  15.63  27.82  45.49  66.66  92.33  125.52  170.41  230.16  297.04
Return  on assets, %  7.93  11.54  12.03  12.26  12.62  13.14  13.66  15.22  16.30  14.68
Return  on equity, %  5.88  8.64  10.01  12.93  13.56  14.30  15.89  18.10  19.90  18.40
Debt to assets, %  58.9  56.9  54.3  50.1  45.2  39.4  31.9  32.7  38.0  32.1
Land purchases,
acres  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  40  80  0  120
Credit score  24  24  22  18  18  12  6  6  6  8
Credit class  4  4  3  3  3  2  1  1  1  2
Interest  rate, %  14.0  14.0  12.0  12.0  12.0  10.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  10.0
V  Price response; D/A,  30%; growth  rates: operating  and other costs,  3%; farm income and land values,  -1%
Net worth change,
cum %  4.34  8.07  11.02  13.95  14.90  14.76  12.75  9.34  4.42  -2.19
Return on assets,  %  7.93  4.99  3.90  4.28  2.87  2.18  1.68  1.03  0.38  -0.28
Return on equity, %  4.25  3.52  2.69  2.60  0.83  -0.13  -1.77  -3.07  -4.60  -6.54
Debt to assets, %  28.0  25.9  25.1  30.6  29.7  29.5  30.4  32.3  35.2  39.1
Land purchases,
acres  0  0  0  0  40  0  0  0  0  0  40
Credit score  8  6  6  6  6  10  12  12  14  20
Credit class  2  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  3
Interest  rate, %  10.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  8.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  12.0
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and class  1 in years  7,  8,  and  9.  In turn,  the
declining  pattern  of interest  rates contributes
to  the  improved  financial  performance  and
credit  worthiness,  so  that the net  effect  is  a
greater percentage  change in net worth at the
end of the horizon for the higher initial lever-
age case than for the lower initial leverage case.
Land  purchases  are  diminished  and  delayed
relative  to the section  III results, but the two
farm  situations  end  the  period  with  similar
leverage  positions  and  credit  classifications.
Thus,  the  differences  in initial  capital  struc-
tures and credit classifications  are diminished
substantially  over time  as  the  firm's  invest-
ments  and  financing  transactions  respond to
the  respective  patterns  of the credit  classifi-
cations and interest rates.
Section V of table 2 retains the initial debt-
to-asset ratio of 30%, but reflects an unfavor-
able  economic  environment  in  which  farm
revenue and land values decline at a 1%  annual
rate, compared to an annual growth rate of 3%
for operating and other costs and the nominal
interest rates. A 40-acre land purchase  occurs
in only one year and net worth remains rela-
tively  stagnant  over  the horizon.  The  reduc-
tions in investments and related financing  re-
quirements  help  to  maintain  a  relatively
favorable  credit classification  until deteriora-
tion occurs  in year  10.  Thus, the farm main-
tains  relatively  low  interest  rates  but at  the
expense  of business growth  and improved fi-
nancial performance.
In table  3, the  focus  shifts  to reporting se-
lected measures  of the farm's  financial  posi-
tion,  land  investments,  and  credit  classifica-
tions at  the end of year  10  (the  final year of
the  horizon)  for  initial  debt-to-asset  ratios
ranging  from 0% to 70% and for different as-
sumptions about the growth rates of farm  in-
come and land values. In section I of the table
with the  3%  growth in farm income and land
values,  land purchases  tend  to decline  as  le-
verage increases,  consistent with the more fa-
vorable credit conditions early in the horizon
that were demonstrated in comparing  sections
III  and  IV  in  table  2.  However,  the  ending
credit classifications  and interest rates are the
same, except for the highest leverage case, and
the percentage changes  in net worth as well as
the debt-to-asset ratios lie in a relatively nar-
row  range,  at least  until  the higher  leverage
classes are reached. In this case, an initial debt-
to-asset  ratio of 70%  is high  enough to keep
the  firm  from  attaining  any  meaningful  im-
provement  in  performance  over the  10-year
period.
The more favorable  economic environment
in section II of table  3 indicates a larger per-
centage change in ending net worth and greater
land  investments,  although  ending  capital
structures,  credit  classifications,  and  interest
rates  are very similar across the leverage  po-
sitions and in comparison  to the section I re-
sults. The unfavorable economic environment
in section III indicates a pattern of results sim-
ilar to section II for initial debt-to-asset ratios
of 20%  or  less. As  initial leverage  increases,
financial  performance  and  credit  classifica-
tions quickly deteriorate and eventually reach
a  point of technical  insolvency  for the  farm
business.
Other variations of the analysis (not report-
ed  in  the  tables)  considered  the  effects  of
changes  in  down  payment  and  liquidity  re-
quirements,  weights on  credit variables,  and
size increments of land investments.  Lowering
the  down  payment  from  35%  to  20%  of the
purchase  price  tended  to  increase  land  pur-
chases  and  leverage  over  the  horizon  and
pushed  the firm  into higher  credit  classifica-
tions with higher interest rates. Increasing  the
down payment  requirement had the opposite
effect.  In  a  similar  fashion,  incremental  in-
creases  in the liquidity cushion  from  50%  to
200%  of the down payment  tended to reduce
and  delay  land purchases,  for a given  initial
leverage position, although the impacts on net-
worth  growth  and  credit  classification  were
negligible.
The adjustment in the credit score involved
increasing the weight on the debt-to-asset ratio
from 20% to 50% and reducing the weights on
the other four variables to 12.5%. This change
reflects  the practice  of some lenders  to place
greater emphasis on the debt-to-asset ratio (or
an  equivalent  measure  of  leverage).  These
changes yielded minor reductions  and delays
in the land investments  and small reductions
in net-worth growth across the various scenar-
ios. Thus, for this particular change in the cred-
it scoring model, the levels of the variables in
the  model  are  much  more  important  than
changes in the weights.  Finally, increasing the
size increment of allowable  land purchases in
20-acre increments from 20 acres to 200 acres,
for a given leverage position, had the effect  of
delaying land acquisition until sufficient finan-
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Table 3.  End-of-Year  10  Simulation  Results  under Alternative Growth Rates and Beginning
Leverage  Positions
Beginning Debt-to-Asset  Ratio
0.0  10.0  20.0  30.0  40.0  50.0  60.0  70.0
I  Price response; growth rates,  3%
Net worth change, %  123.0  131.10  131.77  139.22  133.78  118.65  112.51  15.01
Return on assets, %  9.26  8.88  9.48  9.62  8.96  8.77  9.76  10.41
Return  on equity, %  8.61  8.23  8.77  8.89  8.66  8.50  9.75  1.31
Debt to assets, %  32.0  33.0  34.0  34.0  30.0  29.0  34.0  73.0
Land purchases,  acres  360  320  280  240  120  40  0  0
Year first purchased  3  3  3  4  5  8  0  0
Credit score  10  10  8  8  8  8  10  26
Credit class  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  4
Interest  rate  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  14.0
II  Price response; growth  rates: operating costs,  3%; farm  income and land values,  5%
Net worth change,  %  224.7  236.1  243.2  251.8  257.3  268.9  297.0  245.1
Return  on assets, %  12.89  13.18  13.15  14.05  12.48  14.80  14.68  15.19
Return  on equity, %  14.19  14.60  14.44  15.43  13.94  17.77  18.39  18.16
Debt to assets, %  35.0  35.0  34.0  36.0  33.0  38.0  32.0  31.0
Land purchases,  acres  520  480  400  360  240  240  120  0
Year first purchased  3  3  3  4  4  6  8  0
Credit  score  10  10  10  10  10  8  8  8
Credit class  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2
Interest  rate  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0  10.0
III  Price response; growth  rates:  operating costs,  3%; farm  income and land  values,  - 1%
Net worth change, %  12.5  10.4  6.0  -2.2  -20.6  -76.4  -198.6  -355.9
Return on assets, %  0.43  0.19  0.00  -0.28  -0.35  -0.49  -1.46  -1.46
Return on equity, %  -3.03  -3.67  -4.71  -6.54  -14.03  -63.63  -99.00  -99.00
Debt to assets, %  27.0  29.0  33.0  39.0  52.0  88.0  141.0  180.0
Land purchases,  acres  160  120  80  40  0  0  0  0
Year first purchased  3  3  3  4  0  0  0  0
Credit score  10  14  14  20  26  30  30  30
Credit class  2  2  2  3  4  4  4  4
Interest rate, %  10.0  10.0  10.0  12.0  14.0  14.0  14.0  14.0
cial capacity  had accumulated,  aided in some
cases  by  a strengthening  in  the firm's  credit
classification.
Concluding Comments
Our goal in this study was to portray a firm's
financial  performance  over time in a fashion
that  endogenizes  farm  investment  decisions,
credit  evaluation,  and loan  pricing  based  on
the  credit  scoring  procedures  of agricultural
lenders. This modeling framework is expected
to yield more valid projections of farmers'  fi-
nancial  performance,  in light  of lenders'  in-
creasing  use  of differential  loan  pricing  as  a
response to changes in a borrower's credit wor-
thiness.  As the results  of the growth-oriented
simulation  analysis  show,  the  adoption  of
credit-scored  pricing  yields  time  patterns  of
performance,  credit classifications,  and inter-
est rates that parallel the changes in the firm's
financial position arising from its investment,
financing, and debt servicing activities. More-
over, including the lenders'  price responses  in
the analysis provides an internal control mech-
anism that dampens  the growth  incentive  as
credit  worthiness  diminishes,  stimulates
growth  as  credit  conditions  strengthen,  and
leads  to similar capital  structures  over time,
at least under the deterministic conditions of
this study.
Extensions of the analysis could compare the
effects on farm financial performance of inter-
relationships  between  different  risk  attitudes
of borrowers and lenders, as expressed through
the credit scoring model, as well as considering
the effects  of alternatives in risk management
for  farm  businesses  with  different  structural
characteristics.  Further  refinements  of  the
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credit scoring  mechanism and the pricing in-
tervals  also could occur in order to tailor the
modeling approach to different farm situations
and different types of lenders.  In any case, in-
cluding credit-scored pricing in farm planning
models  and in loan  analysis  is an important
step that is consistent with the emerging prac-
tices of agricultural  lenders.
[Received June 1988; final revision
received November 1988.]
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